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Wally
38' (11.58m)   2022   Regal   SAV 38
Clearwater  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Regal
Engines: 3 Yamaha Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: 4.2L F300UCA Cruise Speed: 31.7 Knots
Engine HP: 300 Max Speed: 50 Knots
Beam: 11' 11" Cabins/Heads: 1 / 1
Max Draft: 2' 11" Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: 60 G (227.12 L) Fuel: 340 G (1287.04 L)

$549,500
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Data Sheet

Category: Center Consoles
Subcategory: Cruisers
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2022
Documented Year: 2022
Beam: 11'11'' (3.63m)
Max Draft: 2' 11'' (0.89m)
LOA: 38' (11.58m)
Cabins: 1
Double Berths: 2
Heads: 1

Maximum Speed: 50 Knots
Cruise Speed: 31.7 Knots
Range NM: 253
Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Air Conditioning: Yes

Displacement: 18665 lbs
SeaKeeper: Yes
Bow Thruster: Yes
Fuel Tank: 340 gal (1287.04 liters)
Fresh Water: 60 gal (227.12 liters)
Builder: Regal Boats
Designer: Regal Boats
Interior Designer: Regal Boats
HIN/IMO: RGMSV076F122
Stock #: B93095

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Yamaha
4.2L F300UCA
Outboard 4 Stroke
300HP
223.71KW
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 125
Year: 2020
Location: Port

Engine 2
Yamaha
4.2L F300UCA
Outboard 4 Stroke
300HP
223.71KW
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 125
Year: 2020
Location: Middle

Engine 3
Yamaha
4.2L F300UCA
Outboard 4 Stroke
300HP
223.71KW
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 125
Year: 2020
Location: Starboard

Generator 1
7.50KW
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Summary/Description

Huge opportunity to purchase a mint 2020 38' Regal SAV without the wait for a new build. All offers are encouraged.

2022 Regal 38 SAV - Triple Yamaha 300 4.2L
F300UCA- White- 900hp Outboards
Explore the epitome of maritime luxury with the 2022 Regal 38 SAV, powered by Triple Yamaha 300 outboards. This
immaculate vessel promises a blend of performance, style, and comfort, perfect for those seeking the ultimate boating
experience.

Key Day Boat Highlights:

Exceptional Performance: Triple Yamaha 300 outboards ensure a thrilling and efficient ride, making this center
console a standout choice for those who crave speed and precision.
Versatile Design: The Regal 38 SAV is thoughtfully designed for both cruising and day boat adventures. Its center
console layout provides an open and flexible space, catering to various on-water activities.
Luxurious Interior: Step into the spacious lower cabin, complete with modern amenities and a well-designed head,
offering comfort for extended journeys.
Seamless Transitions: Enjoy step-less access to the bow, elevated bolsters, and an innovative refreshment island
on the main deck, enhancing the overall boating experience.

Top Features:

Optimus 360 joystick.
SeaStar SeaStation & Seaways (Virtual Anchor, Auto Pilot)
Seadek Throughout
Dual Garmin Electronics 8616xsv. (HD open Array Radar, Auto Pilot, VHF)
Cockpit TV
Generator- (Gas 110V- 7.5 KW)
SEA KEEPER 3 (12V STABILIZATION SYSTEM)
Standup Walk-in Shower
Electric-Controlled Transom Bench and Cabin Settee

This Day Boat is for Sale Near Tampa Bay, located in Clearwater, Florida.

Positioned in Clearwater, FL, this Regal 38 SAV is among the best boats for sale in the Tampa Bay area. Join the ranks of
discerning boaters who value performance, luxury, and a vessel perfectly suited for day adventures. Don't miss the
chance to own a true gem in the world of center consoles.

Contact us today for pricing and to schedule your private viewing in Clearwater, Florida. Elevate your boating lifestyle
with the 2022 Regal 38 SAV.
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Manufacture Description

Experience luxury on the water with the 2022 Regal 38 SAV, a stunning example of craftsmanship and innovation.
Meticulously designed by Regal Boats, a renowned name in the marine industry, this Sport Activity Vessel (SAV)
combines performance, style, and comfort for an unparalleled boating experience.

Highlighted Upgrades and Features

This 2022 Regal 38 SAV comes loaded with premium upgrades, ensuring a boating experience that exceeds
expectations. From enhanced performance features to luxurious interior additions, these upgrades set this vessel apart.

5 year stem to stern transferrable Regal warranty
Yamaha helm master EX joystick
Bow Thruster
Seakeeper 3 stabilizer
Generator (110v)
Garmin Electronics Package
Twin 8616xsv MFDs with B60 transducer
Open array radar
FLIR thermal camera 
Dual hullside doors as standard
Four across-the-helm seats are accessible from both sides.  
High dockside access
Adaptable cockpit seating
Refreshment Island
Spacious cabin
Forward berth converts to aft-facing seating
Open bow seating
Separate shower in head

Stern and Aft Deck

Stern Deck Highlights

At the stern, the 38 SAV, equipped with triple outboard power, effortlessly accommodates beaching adventures. Dual
swim platforms flank the engines, complemented by standard hull-side dive doors on each side, providing easy water
access. A transom platform facilitates smooth transitions, and gates on either side of the transom enhance accessibility.

Dual-Swim Platform
Transom Tuna Doors (Port & Starboard)*
Hull side Dive Doors (Port & Starboard)*

*Featuring four entry points to the aft deck, two 18” (45.72 cm) gates on each side of the transom, and two 19” (48.26
cm) standard hull-side doors, accessibility is a standout feature of the 38 SAV.

Aft Deck/Cockpit:

The spacious aft deck, with its wide-open layout, is perfect for entertaining or fishing. While optional fishing features are
available, it's essential to note that this boat is a dayboat or cruiser with fishing capabilities, not a dedicated center
console.
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Transom electrically actuated foldout bench
Aft facing 3/4 guest seating Bench with folding arm rests
Cup holders
LED lighting throughout
Under deck storage Lazzaretto / Operational equipment access
Fishing package with livewell
15' Grand Slam outriggers
Rocket launchers and rod holders throughout

Main Deck Cockpit and Refreshment Island

Main Deck Cockpit and Refreshment Island

Aboard the 2022 Regal 38 SAV, the main deck cockpit is a masterful blend of form and function, designed for effortless
movement and sophisticated service.

The brilliance of the Refreshment Island lies in its 'island' design, ensuring an unobstructed flow as you navigate the
boat. Move freely, serve effortlessly, and engage with guests without any disruption to the open and spacious layout.

Refreshment Island Features:

Centrally located island for uninterrupted flow
Expansive countertop space
Electric Grill
Freshwater Sink
Refrigeration and freezer drawers
Trash receptacle
Amble storage
Yeti cooler storage area below helm seats
Helm seat service hold-down*

*Convertible Helm Seats: Four helm seats, two swiveling for seamless socializing, boast flip-down seatbacks that
transform into convenient serving areas. A Yeti cooler beneath the center seats adds practicality.

Add'l Cockpit Features:

Cockpit television (electronically actuated) 
Upgraded stereo system with tons of speakers and subwoofer
Bluetooth connectivity

Bow

Bow Bliss: Elevated Comfort with Seamless Transition

Embark on a step-less journey to the bow of the 2022 Regal 38 SAV, optimizing both safety and convenience. The
absence of steps ensures a smooth, hazard-free passage, eliminating the need to negotiate uneven surfaces.

Elevated Bolsters:

mailto:mjohnson@denisonyachting.com
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Ascending to the bow social zone, encounter bolsters stand tall at 32” (81.28 cm), providing not just comfort but also a
sense of security. The U-shaped seating offers a welcoming retreat, complete with a flip-down armrest on forward-facing
seats thoughtfully equipped with integrated beverage holders.

Smart Design Elements:

Discover a recessed area alongside the bolsters, featuring additional beverage holders, connectivity options, and
strategically placed grab handles. This bow space is not just a social zone; it's a well-designed oasis for relaxation and
connection.

Innovative design meets elevated comfort in the bow of the 2022 Regal 38 SAV, ensuring a seamless and enjoyable on-
water experience.

Bow Features:

Wrap around U-shaped seating with arm rests
A forward-facing seat includes flip-down armrests
Diamond-stitched padding
Stainless steel cup holders
LED pop-up lighting
Bow-filler cushions
Bow Sunshade System

Lower Deck / Cabin and Head

Luxurious Lower Cabin Retreat: Your Haven Below Deck

Unlock the doors to relaxation with the 2022 Regal 38 SAV's lower cabin, seamlessly accessed through a convenient
sliding door on the port side of the helm console. This cozy haven accommodates four, ensuring a comfortable escape
after a day of adventure.

Portside Console and Berth:

Convenience is not overlooked, with a microwave discreetly integrated into the cabinetry on the port side. This same
space houses the vessel's main electrical panel, ensuring accessibility and functionality in one.

Convertible Berth: The fully forward berth beckons with a simple touch. A button press elevates a cushion,
transforming it into a seatback, creating an instant sitting area. 

Lower Cabin Features:

Forward double berth with electronically lifted seatback
Heat/AC reverse cycle system
microwave (cabinet-mounted)
Amble storage

Head:

The head, located starboard, is an efficient layout that maximizes functionality without compromising on style, making it
a seamless part of your boating lifestyle.

Full vanity and sink

mailto:mjohnson@denisonyachting.com
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Walk-in shower
Behind mirror storage
Stainless steel fixtures

Mid Cabin:

Discover the inviting mid-cabin aboard the 2022 Regal 38 SAV, where clever use of the boat's expansive 12’ (3.6 m)
beam maximizes space and amenities. Characterized by its cozy atmosphere, the mid-cabin offers a comfortable sofa to
starboard—a perfect spot for winding down with a good book.

Features Include:

Single berth and settee transform into queen-size berth
Privacy curtain
Smart storage solutions behind sofa seat back

Disclaimer

The company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change or withdrawal
without notice.
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